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i downloaded the old version of benchvue and when i try to run it the old version opens and in the description it says benchvue 9.3. in looking at the change log i found out why. apparently they decided to drop the free version all together. they have only 'approved' 6999 licensees for its use. i hope that you don't own one of these. here i am
waiting for a response from agilent concerning this matter. i was patiently waiting for a response and when there was none i wrote a blog entry about it. i hope the voice of the public gets heard. i can understand the need to have something as good as the ds2700. mine is getting on in years and i want the best in data acquisition for those
test results. at this point i'm simply interested in how this move is going to affect the benchvue user base. hopefully the software that i will use will continue to be available for no charge. james b lab advisor softwareour lab advisor software is intended to be used to calibrate, diagnose, and maintain agilent cds instruments, including the

daqm series, cells series, cells series instruments, lc series and all other instruments in the lab advisor line. the software is a fully functional replacement for the free benchvue program available on the agilent website. lab advisor 2015calibrate, diagnose, and maintain your agilent ce or lc instrument with any cdsclick here to download lab
advisor 2015. our lab advisor software is intended to be used to calibrate, diagnose, and maintain agilent cds instruments, including the daqm series, cells series, cells series instruments, lc series and all other instruments in the lab advisor line. the software is a fully functional replacement for the free benchvue program available on the

agilent website. lab advisor 2015calibrate, diagnose, and maintain your agilent ce or lc instrument with any cdsclick here to download lab advisor 2015.
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i agree with you on that. however, i think you are drastically overstating the importance of those changes. agilent decided to use different devices for the $800 and $1600 instruments because there are many different types of measurement equipment out there and people can often buy them cheaply. the ds2072 and ds2202 were chosen
because they offer the best combination of features at their price point. plus, they are capable of running a variety of agilent, keysight, or other cds software. and yes, those differences are different from each other but the software allows you to perform all of the same functions on both of those instruments. it's not rocket science. this

always seemed strange to me because when i worked for agilent they would always buy cheaper equipment and had it factory calibrated and then try to sell it to their customers as if it was the latest and greatest. this was a problem for me because i had to re-calibrate the instrument every time i used it and the calibration was different for
each model. and you can't just run a single calibration for one model and then have it give you different results with every instrument you use. agilent changed the logic inside the data logging software to store a unique identifier on the instrument and then use that to tie all of the data together. the nice thing about that is that it is

automatically applied to any instrument you use. and it doesn't break the software compatibility. it's just a little bit more work because you have to enter that unique id when you load the program. 5ec8ef588b
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